4" - 2 PC. CAST BASE COVERS

VIENNE 2PC CAST
9161 OSOYOOS 2PC CAST
GEORGIA 2PC CAST
9155 MATHESON 2PC CAST W/ COLLAR 91550
91301 4" NAM 2PC CAST

2PC WASHINGTON BASE COVER
STRUCTURAL BASE CASTING

WASHINGTON 2 PC BASE COVER
9156 CONFLANS BASE FOR 4½" FLUTED POLE 11" BCD 1" ANCHOR BOLTS

4" CAST BASE PLATES
ALL BASES BELOW ACCEPT ONLY 3/4" ANCHOR BOLTS

9111 AB-4 CAST BASE
9100 4"-2728-R CAST BASE
9101 4SQ-2728-S CAST BASE

7" BCD
6¾" BCD
8½" - 9½" BCD

SPUN NUT CVRS

THIS WILL NOT FIT UNDER SQ. BASE COVERS

NOVA POLE Industries Inc.
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